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INTRODUCTION

Delicately transposed, it’s the displaced materiality in Eric Baudart’s works that spurs their contemporary
resonance. Honey-combed plastic, millimeter paper, adhesive tape – everyday, commonplace utensils
are ﬂushed of everyday contextualisation and repurposed to create oeuvres that titter on the edge of
artiﬁce. Living and working in Paris, Baudart pursues a practice that evolves from Duchamp’s readymade,
whilst simultaneously devolving from it; the works or situations proposed are not mere found objects but
rather reconﬁgured and repurposed, composed and re-choreographed materials that have been carefully
assembled or moulded to mount a delicate ballet of shapes, colour and form.
The work Cubikron 2.0 (2013), for example, stands as a clear rectangular plinth: a testimony to the adages
of Antiquity, yet, simultaneously a kind of affront to its original marble materiality. Conceived of honeycombed plastic, the medium deﬁes the gravitas of the original, whilst offering the properties of line and
oscillating light. Humour, and its nascent presence, is moreover emphasised by the ﬁction of the title, which
on the one hand derives from the Latin cubicos and on the other hand the Greek kybikós, both signifying
‘having three dimensions’. Baudart has effectively created his contemporary own; a creation that can not
only stand the tests of time – and perhaps even longer than in its original conception – but also a formation
that is to be viewed and observed not as a support, but as an object in its own right.
Baudart is also concerned with process; how beyond the material, its properties and original signiﬁcance
as well as use can be reconﬁgured or represented by a manner of practice.

From immediate observance, however, one is not taken by this near-scientiﬁc manner of experimentation;
instead one is ﬁxated on the result, the soft pink tonal hues, which are balanced by an abstract juxtaposition
of undulating lines. It is only after considering the title and Baudart’s witticism that one thinks of the
brand of tape, so often found in classrooms and various ateliers. Presented here, however, Baudart has by
a process of creation distracted the viewer from the material’s utilitarian source, drawing instead on its
variant aesthetic possibilities.
Permeating Baudart’s work is a further concern with displacement and effect; how by virtue of presentation,
one’s interaction with an object can be changed completely. The work Vinci (2013), for example, is a
sodden and textured brown doormat, yet, when transposed onto the wall and encased in a metal frame,
the viewer is drawn into considering its aesthetic properties. The title, which refers to one of the greatest
artistic and scientiﬁc minds of the 15-16th centuries conveys again a sense of play yet, it is ultimately the
alteration of context that tests the limits of objecthood.
Eric Baudart has been widely exhibited internationally with group exhibitions at the MAMCO, Geneva;
Le Petit Palais, Paris; La Centrale for Contemporary Art, Brussels; Bass Museum of Art, Miami as well as
solo exhibitions at the Fondation d’entreprise Ricard, Paris and La Maison Rouge, Paris, amongst other
locations. In 2011 he was the recipient of the Meurice Prize for contemporary art. Moreover, his practice
has been written about in multiple publications, including Mousse Magazine, Slash Paris and The Wall
Street Journal. Baudart’s work is held in various notable museum collections, including the MFA, Boston
and the MAMCO, Geneva.
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one, maybe two Parsecs

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong

꼛ⲳ殥䐤껺度
24.10.18 - 24.12.18

‘one, maybe two Parsecs’, Eric Baudart’s solo show at Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
refers to a unit of length or distance as coined to describe astronomical objects outside
the solar system. Baudart uses this scientiﬁc rooting and also approach to discovery to
address a process that involves the seeking of answers, which opens more questions:
how what we know is that we’ll never know everything; how one may turn to understand
a face or a piece of music, contemplate it, yet never completely solve it. Through a set
of sculptural works and paintings that evoke Baudart’s continued interest in objects and
materiality, he explores this condition of going towards what one does not know without
fully conquering it.
Each work is dotted throughout the space as part of a constellation of individual discoveries.
The sculpture ‘EqualAtoms’ stands as the ﬁrst encounter and follows from Baudart’s
running interest in collecting vintage detergent boxes, admiring their composition and
colour, beyond their past utilitarian function. Placed in it is a cross, resting as an umbrella
would in a stand, this juxtaposed placement hinting at once to the ritual of hygiene and
consumption, yet also pointing to Baudart’s sharp sense of humour: the box, in a past
life, treated ‘calcaire’ or limestone in English, a rusty growth that appears, in turn, to have
taken over the cross. Through the composition of two found elements he creates a sense
of visual irony and simultaneously points to the power of symbolism, evoking thoughts
on habits and tradition, death and atomic universality.
This balance between a sense of play and the serious is extended throughout the exhibition.
‘Stephen Hawking’, for example, the sculpture which most directly relates to the show title
by referencing the late brilliant physicist, is composed of a functional yet contorted chair,
a direct reference to the man’s genius mind yet incapacitated physicality. Beyond this
literal analogy, it serves as a reminder to not immediately judge upon appearances and the
disparity, or lack thereof, between knowledge, function, aesthetics and beauty. Equally,
it points to what outlasts us – thoughts, actions, minds – beyond what we immediately
take, buy, use. A sense of visual tension, the varied spectrum of aesthetic to conceptual
appeal, permeates Baudart’s other works. ‘CADDIE’, in its rusted hues of grey and copper,
stands as a fossilised indicator of consumption, while ‘Storage Box’ rests as a shredded,
textured and mangled vestige of abandon. Plastered in silver tape it signals to a sense of
care but equally bounces light, taking on its own tonal qualities.

This sense of collage – layering, patching, protecting – is echoed throughout but in
particular the ‘Painting’ series hanging throughout the space. Each work in this series,
which in itself plays on what we traditionally consider painting, hangs as its own form
of archeology. ‘Painting No. 1’ in its cracked painted wood aesthetic reminds one of an
abandoned home, its texture resembling fabric traced by use and disuse, a hint of bright
pink spray paint to the top left corner breaking up the otherwise monochrome palette.
Similarly, the monotonal abstraction created by layers of cream blocks in ‘Painting No. 2’
is interrupted by the superimposition of a light orange sheath, the delicacy of this detail
contrasting with the weight of other works in the room. Contrarily, ‘Painting No. 3’ and
‘Painting No. 4’ point more directly to the running theme of purchase, casting ﬁgures one
sees on billboards as well as consumer items such as Coca Cola, staples to supermarkets
and art historical movements, alike.
Ultimately, Baudart pours you into a pluralistic melting pot of considerations regards
habits, values, economies, traditions and longevity. Crucially, he plays with your senses
and assumptions, calling you to question, fundamentally – and as the exhibition title
suggests – the limits of your knowledge and what stands the tests of distance and time.
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Painting No.5
粭殥 5
2018
PVC, paint and gold
㝖芣䋕䋒 屘怚 ꆄ皸
304 X 276 cm

EqualAtoms
ず瘞⾲㶩
2018
Concrete, cardboard, plaster, paint and gold
幋Ⳗ㕼 秶匢 瀖披瀖 屘怚 ꆄ皸
92 x 43 x 32 cm, 20kg

(Detail 㽷鿈)

(Detail 㽷鿈)

Stephen Hawking
倛裦蓸vꆄ
2018
Plastic, steel, wood, faber glass and LED
㝖芣 ꏈ 加 梯槵ꏈ LED敚
103 x 85 x 54 cm, 10 kg





Installation View
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Stephen Hawking
倛裦蓸vꆄ
2018
Plastic, steel, wood, faber glass and LED
㝖芣 ꏈ 加 梯槵ꏈ LED敚
103 x 85 x 54 cm, 10 kg

Diamond Whetstone Board 1
ꚽ瀖熌ⴉ匢 1
2018
Aluminium, nickel, diamond and steel
ꍑ ꔰ ꚽ瀖ㄤꏈ
45 x 43 cm

Painting No.3
粭殥3
2018
PVC Banner
㝖芣䋕䋒
264 x 196 cm

Painting No.4
粭殥 4
2018
PVC Banner
㝖芣䋕䋒
295 x 212 cm

CADDIE
2018
Fabric, steel, rubber, wood, paint and gold
䋒俲 ꏈ 堪芣 加 屘怚ㄤꆄ
96 x 47 x 37 cm, 8 kg

(Detail 㽷鿈)

Diamond Whetstone Board 2
ꚽ瀖熌ⴉ匢 2
2018
Aluminium, nickel, diamond and steel
ꍑ ꔰ ꚽ瀖ㄤꏈ
80 x 65 cm

Bulletproof Trillion
⭚蠝遺
2018
Job site tool box, iPhone micro screws
暟崩䊨Ⱘ盳, iPhone䗏㘗轠窣
81 x 91 x 49 cm

(Detail 㽷鿈)

Painting No.1
粭殥 1
2018
PVC banner
㝖芣䋕䋒
253 x 174 cm

Storage Box
顖暟盳
2018
Cardboard, scotch paint and gold
秶匢 〷罌暶屘怚 ꆄ皸
100 x 100 x 60 cm, 3 kg

(Detail 㽷鿈)

Painting No.2
粭殥2
2018
PVC Banner
㝖芣䋕䋒
226 x 233 cm

Painting No.2
粭殥2
2018
PVC Banner
㝖芣䋕䋒
226 x 233 cm




ArtReview Asia “Xiang Chang”: X4, X9
ArtReview Asia 植㜥 X4, X9
West Bund Art & Design 2017, Shanghai, China
銯䁘谀遮莄鏤鎙⽇錓剚2017 ♳嵳⚥㕜
09.11.2017 - 12.11.2017

Returning to the West Bund is ‘Atmosphère’ (2016), an evolution from his running series
bearing the same title in which he places various types of operating ventilators in a clear
aquarium ﬁlled with yellow canola oil, ‘Atmosphère’ takes on a larger than life form so that
the viewer’s interaction with the artwork is shifted from one of peering to that of being
physically absorbed. Absurd, humorous and mildly perturbing, the apparatus operates,
moving in a cyclical motion against the thick substance, creating slow, citrine ripples.
The sculpture series takes inspiration from a conversation between Marcel Duchamp,
Fernand Léger and Constantin Brancusi, when Duchamp, hinting to the perfection of
natural simplicity, announced ‘Painting is dead. Who could make something better than
this propeller? Could you?’ Furthermore, ‘Cubikron 3.3’ (2017) will be presented. Standing
outdoors and composed of metallic bedsprings arranged to form a cuboidal structure,
Cubikron 3.3 toys with the ordinary object’s skeletal properties: placed one in front of the
either, the coils weave an intricate visual maze of dark silver juxtapositions. Over a period
of time, as weather takes it toll, the sculpture shifts, changing in hues to the impact of its
surroundings.
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Cubikron 3.3, 2017
䏨嫱肤3.3, 2017
Steel, nylon
240 x 240 x 210 cm
Instillation view at Xiàn Chang (X4), West Bund Art & Design, Shanghai, 2017
ꏈ 㽲륋
240 x 240 x 210 ⾦碛
酤縨植㜥
շ植㜥ո
銯䁘谀遮鏤鎙⽇錓剚♳嵳
Image courtesy of YTJ Studio

Atmosphère, 2016
㣐孴 
Aquarium, vegetable oil, electric fan
183 x 82 x 82 cm (stand included)
Instillation view at Xiàn Chang (X9), West Bund Art & Design, Shanghai, 2017
❏⯘⸂ 屘 ꨵ괏䩏
YY⾦碛
酤縨植㜥
շ植㜥ո
銯䁘谀遮鏤鎙⽇錓剚♳嵳




“choo choo mama...”

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Shanghai

꼛ⲳ殥䐤♳嵳
19.03.2017 - 28.05.2017

Delicately transposed, it is the displaced materiality in Eric Baudart’s works that spurs their contemporary resonance. A cluster of plastic rolls, millimeter paper, a desk and broom composition – commonplace utensils are ﬂushed of everyday contextualisation and repurposed to create oeuvres that
titter on the edge of artiﬁce. Edouard Malingue Gallery, Shanghai is pleased to present Baudart’s ﬁrst
solo show in China, ‘choo choo mama…’. On display will be an array of works emblematic of Baudart’s
practice, which evolves from Duchamp’s readymade, whilst simultaneously devolving from it; the
works or situations proposed are not mere found objects but rather reconﬁgured and repurposed,
composed and re-choreographed materials that have been carefully assembled or moulded to mount
a delicate ballet of shapes, colour and form.
At the heart of Baudart’s work is a notion of simplicity and play. This is emphasised from the outset
by the title ‘choo choo mama…’, which refers quite blankly to a rock song from the 1970s by Ten Years
After. There is no further association between works and title: it’s merely a playful titular tent for the
works, which span previous investigations to newly created pieces. Upon entering the space, visitors
are presented with Cubikron 3.3 (2017), a cuboidal grid composed of carefully arranged mattress
springs. Part of a revisited series, an example of which was displayed as an outdoor sculpture in the
Jardins des Tuileries, Paris (2016), the sculpture plays with the basic properties of line and oscillating light - an interest that is equally highlighted by ‘WRAP2’ (2017), composed of thirty eight rolls to
create a slanted hexagon. Wit and its nascent presence is moreover emphasised by both work titles:
‘Cubikron’ on the one hand derives from the Latin cubicos and on the other hand the Greek kybikós,
both signifying ‘having three dimensions’; ‘WRAP2’ referencing the materials’ everyday purpose.
Permeating Baudart’s work is equally a concern with displacement and effect; how by virtue of presentation, one’s interaction with and perception of an object can be altered and reconsidered aesthetically. ‘Toolbox’ (2016) and ‘Hard Day’s Night’ (2017), for example, are assemblages of objects found
by Baudart in Brussels at a post mortem ﬂat sale. In ‘Toolbox’, Baudart was struck by the unintentional
composition of a hundred or so individual objects, which piled together resemble in their static arrangement a form of utilitarian ‘still life’ or ‘nature morte’. A ‘Hard Day’s Night’, however, is conversely
a purposely neat composition of a worn desk ﬂanked by a broom - an empty bucket and rag neatly
hidden underneath. Rather than referencing the famous Beatles song carrying the same name, the
title aims to highlight the objects themselves, how they’re associated with hard work and here, folded
away, appear to be resting overnight. As with ‘Toolbox’, Baudart touches upon rediscovered aesthetics of the ordinary; a ‘Hard Days Night’, however, further engages physical modes of perception - a
sculptural work, Baudart invites viewers to interact with it, touring around it.

Baudart is also concerned with process; how beyond the material, its properties and original signiﬁcance as well as use can be reconﬁgured or represented by a manner of practice. This consideration
is key to Baudart’s running ‘Millimeter Paper’ series. Traditionally rendered in classic blue graph paper, they appear at ﬁrst sight as distant light cerulean and white abstractions. For ‘choo choo mama…’,
however, Baudart took the series a step further tonally, creating works following the primary CMYK
colours: cyan, magenta, yellow and black. By removing the element of personal tonal choice, Baudart
references the found object - the tonal blocks creating a visual matrix that contrasts with the seeming
abstraction. Upon closer inspection, however, they are revealed to be the product of the disciplined
millimeter-by-millimeter act of scratching the thick architectural paper. Compulsive and rigorous, yet
delicate and detailed, the series recalls repetitive motion and quiet monotony associated with the
task of threading a surface.
A ﬁnal key concern that delicately runs through certain works is movement. ‘Revolution’, for example,
echoes the found object aesthetic of ‘Tool Box’ and a ‘Hard Day’s Night’ but adds a further element
of physical engagement: a rundown standup fan found in Miami several years back, the motor was
purposely changed to operate at the slower pace of ﬁve revolutions per minute. Taking this notion
of altered motion a step further is Baudart’s major sculpture ‘Atmosphère’ (2016), presented on the
West Bund waterfront. An evolution from his running series bearing the same title in which he places
various types of operating ventilators in a clear aquarium ﬁlled with yellow canola oil, ‘Atmosphère’
takes on a larger than life form so that the viewer’s interaction with the artwork is shifted from one
of peering to that of being physically absorbed. Absurd, humorous and mildly perturbing, the apparatus operates, moving in a cyclical motion against the thick substance, creating slow, citrine ripples.
The sculpture series takes inspiration from a conversation between Marcel Duchamp, Fernand Léger
and Constantin Brancusi, when Duchamp, hinting to the perfection of natural simplicity, announced
‘Painting is dead. Who could make something better than this propeller? Could you?’
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Installation View
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Cubikorn 3.3 庫比肯3.3, 2015
Steel
鋼
240 x 240 x 210 cm





Installation View
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Papier Millimetré 嬗碜粭皿秶 2017
Aluminium, paper, cardboard, PMMA
ꍑ 秶 秶匢 ❏⯘⸂
207.2 x 147.2 x 26 cm each




Installation View
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Installation View
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Hard Day’s Night 傈衆罜䜂 2017

Wood, plastic
加 㝖芣
80 x 65 x 60 cm






Installation View
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Installation View
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Reboot 001 ꌴ姿 001, 2016

Aluminium, ruber boot
ꍑꬳ
25.5 x 37.3 x 1 cm

WRAP2 䯚竁✳妄倰 2017

Polyester, cardboard, nylon
翹ꂿ 秶匢 㽳륌
100 x 250 x 105 cm

Tool Box 䊨Ⱘ盳 2016
Plastic, steel and other objects
㝖芣 ꏈ Ⱖ➮䊨Ⱘ
50 x 45 x 20 cm



Revolution - Le général Ⱇ鱲, 2016

Steel, micro motor
ꏈ 䗏㘗꼛麨
227 x 80 x 80 cm





Installation View
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Light trap 光魂陣, 2016
Aluminium, steel
鋁,鋼
200 x 135 x 10.6 cm


Millimetré graph paper CMYK (cyan), 2017
毫米繪算紙 (靛藍)
Aluminium, paper, cardboard, PMMA
鋁,紙,紙板,亞克力
207.2 x 147.2 x 26 cm

Millimetré graph paper CMYK (magenta), 2017
毫米繪算紙 (洋紅)
Aluminium, paper, cardboard, PMMA
鋁,紙,紙板,亞克力
207.2 x 147.2 x 26 cm



Millimetré graph paper CMYK (yellow), 2017
毫米繪算紙 (黃)
Aluminium, paper, cardboard, PMMA
鋁,紙,紙板,亞克力
207.2 x 147.2 x 26 cm




Millimetré graph paper CMYK (black), 2017
毫米繪算紙 (黑)
Aluminium, paper, cardboard, PMMA
鋁,紙,紙板,亞克力
207.2 x 147.2 x 26 cm




“Atmosphère”


Public Sector, Art Basel Miami Beach, Miami, United States
Ⱆ谀Ⱏ輑䊼㝱晋谀遮㾝鼟㺙嵳抂㾝剚 鼟㺙 繠㕜
01.12.2016 - 04.12.2016

Eric Baudart is presenting ‘Atmosphère’ (2016) in the Public Sector at Collins Park. An evolution from
his running series bearing the same title in which he places various types of operating ventilators in
a clear aquarium ﬁlled with yellow canola oil, ‘Atmosphère’ (2016) takes on a larger than life form so
that the viewer’s interaction with the artwork is shifted from one of peering to that of being physically
absorbed. Absurd, humorous and mildly perturbing, the apparatus operates, moving in a cyclical motion against the thick substance, creating slow, citrine ripples. The sculpture series takes inspiration
from a conversation between Marcel Duchamp, Fernand Léger and Constantin Brancusi, when Duchamp, hinting to the perfection of natural simplicity, announced ‘Painting is dead. Who could make
something better than this propeller? Could you?’ Living and working in Paris, Eric Baudart has been
exhibited internationally at La Centrale for Contemporary Art, Brussels and the Bass Museum of Art,
Miami among other locations. His work is held in several permanent collections including the MAMCO, Geneva and the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. In 2011 he was the recipient of the Meurice Prize
for contemporary art.
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Atmosphère, 2016
Aquarium, oil, electric fan
눴綾 屘 ꨵ괏䩏
183 x 82 x 82 cm
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“Hors Les Murs”

晘㢪
FIAC 2016, France

20.10.2016 - 23.10.2016

Eric Baudart is exhibiting a sculpture in FIAC’s public sector in the Jardins des Tuileries. Part of his Cubikron series, the sculpture, composed of metallic bedsprings arranged to form a cuboidal structure,
toys with the ordinary object’s skeletal properties: placed one on top of another, the coils weave an
intricate visual maze of dark silver juxtapositions. Delicately transposed, it’s the displaced materiality
in Eric Baudart’s works that spurs their contemporary resonance; everyday, commonplace elements
are ﬂushed of everyday context and repurposed to create oeuvres that titter on the edge of artiﬁce.
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Cubikron, 2016
Metallic Bedstrings
ꆄ㿂䎯䔞矱

Installation View
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“again, again, and again”

♧妃 ⿶♧妃 ⱄ♧妃
Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong

꼛ⲳ殥䐤껺度
23.04.2015 - 30.05.2015

‘again, again and again’ at Edouard Malingue Gallery marks Baudart’s ﬁrst solo show in Hong Kong
and presents a new series of works as well as two installations that introduce how his practice evolves
from Duchamp’s readymade, whilst simultaneously devolving from it. The works or situations proposed are not mere found objects but rather reconﬁgured and repurposed, composed and re-choreographed materials that have been carefully assembled or moulded to mount a delicate ballet of
shapes, colour and form.
The Papier Millimetré works appear at ﬁrst sight as distant light blue and white abstractions. Upon
closer inspection, however, they are revealed to be the product of the disciplined millimeter-by-millimeter act of scratching the thick architectural paper. Compulsive and rigorous, yet delicate and detailed, the series recalls the title of the exhibition through the repetitive motion and quiet monotony
associated with the task of threading a surface. Similarly theConcav works, which appear as glistening
wall-hung golden beacons, are in actuality discarded blocks of street side advertisements that have
been repeatedly coated in layers and layers of golden spray paint. Baudart thus plays with repetitive
processes but also invites us to look ‘again’ by reworking materials in ways that unsuspectingly ﬂesh
out their aesthetic possibilities.
Permeating Baudart’s work is also a concern with displacement and effect; how by virtue of presentation, one’s interaction with an object can be changed completely. Safecover – Yellow, for example,
a found safety cover coated by Baudart, conveys how alteration of context tests the limits of objecthood. Similarly, the Paillasson works appear at ﬁrst sight as sodden and textured brown doormats,
yet, when transposed onto the wall and encased in a metal frame, the viewer is drawn into considering their aesthetic properties. Upon closer inspection the viewer can note that each mat has been
treated through various acts of intervention: soiling, weathering, stomping. The everyday object thus
transplanted to artwork serves as a tracer of human involvement.
Highlighting these considerations of material and presentation whilst adding a further layer of play
are the installations Cubikron 3.0 and Atmosphère. Standing in the middle of the gallery and composed of metallic bedsprings arranged to form a cuboidal structure, Cubikron 3.0 toys with the ordinary object’s skeletal properties: placed one in front of the either, the coils weave an intricate visual
maze of dark silver juxtapositions. Atmosphère, rather than sourcing a single material for composition, presents a clear tank ﬁlled with oil in which a fan slowly rotates. The system appears as a near
scientiﬁc experiment, a complete reconﬁguration of the relationship between the materials. In turn,
you are prompted to reconsider the properties of elements permeating the everyday.
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Atmosphère, 2015
Aquarium, oil, fan
梯槴綾屘괏䩏
62 x 121 x 61 cm

Click to watch video >>>
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Atmosphère, 2015
Aquarium, oil, megaphone
梯槴綾屘仌갉㐼
70 x 51 x 50 cm
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Atmosphère, 2015
Aquarium, oil, megaphone
梯槴綾屘仌갉㐼
47 x 80 x 50 cm
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Concav, 2015
Poster, spray paint
嵳㜡ծ㝣俱
230 x 162 x 46 cm





Papier Millimetré, 2015
Millimetre paper
嬗碛倰呔秶
Variable dimensions
㽯㼄〳隶
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Cubikron 3.0, 2015
Steel
ꏈ
178 x 178 x 180 cm
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Paillasson, 2015

Silicone, steel
瀡芢ꏈ
159 x 81 cm (each)





Solarium, 2015
Sunbed, washing powder
傈⯕教ծ峤邆磋
200 x 85 x 75 cm



‘Invisible Light’
շꦠ䕎⛓⯕ո
Edouard Malingue Gallery
꼛ⲳ殥䐤
15.01.2015 – 07.03.2015

“Eric Baudart’s practice, which focuses on found objects, owes more directly to Marcel Duchamp’s readymade. The concept was deﬁned by the Surrealists in 1938 as “an ordinary object elevated to the dignity
of a work of art by the mere choice of an artist”. By selecting, as well as experimenting with, ordinary
materials, Baudart (b. 1972), who lives and works in Paris, discovers beauty and meaning in the mundane.
Scotch (2013), for example, is a scanner photograph of a roll of adhesive tape, printed on tracing paper
and laid on alveolar plastic. The work’s abstract composition, soft pink palette, and the alluring way in
which the tape has caught the light, demonstrate the aesthetic possibilities concealed within a utilitarian
source.” - Samantha Leese
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Stills from Caresse-moi, 2007
Video
ꏖ⫸
29 min 56 sec
Edition 1/5
痦 1/5晜
Click to View >>>

Stills from Black Hole, 2008
Video
ꏖ⫸
3min 20sec
Edition 2/5
痦2/5晜
Click to View >>>

Scotch, 2013
Photography printed on tracing paper
laid on alveolar plastic
伡䕧ծ䲽㕭秶ծ踡瓎朜㝕俱
165 cm x 120 cm x 4 cm
Edition 2/3
痦 2/3晜

Cubikron 2.0, 2013
Alveolar plastic
踡瓎朜㝕俱
97x 95 x 95 cm

Further Exhibitions
刿㢵㾝錒



Gold


շ랕ꆄո
Bass Museum of Art, Miami, USA
繠㕜⡱繏ꅽ麧䊜䊼倛谀遮긬
08.08.2014 - 11.01.2015


Eric Baudart is participating in “Gold”, a group exhibition held at the Bass Museum of Art, Miami in conjunction with the museum’s 50th anniversary. Highlighting gold-related works, the exhibition - curated by
Jose Carlos Diaz - will present painting, sculpture, video, photography and installation work by 24 contemporary artists, including: Olga de Amaral, Carlos Betancourt, Chris Burden, James Lee Byars, Elmgreen
and Dragset, Dario Escobar, Sylvie Fleury, Sherrie Levine, Martin Oppel, Robin Rhode, Rudolf Stingel. In
particular, Eric Baudart will present “Concav” (2013), a sprayed gold piece with glued-on street posters.
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Concav, 2015
Poster, Spray Paint
嵳㜡ծ㝣俱
230 x 162 x 46 cm

 

Magnus, scènes de l’imaginaire automate
շ꼛呔⸖倛 荈⹛⻊贠圓⛓㜥兞ո
Villa Bernasconi, Route du Grand-Lancy 8, 1212 Grand-Lancy / Genève

頺晋秜倛猰㽲ⴽ㞱MAMCO 傈Ⰺ檲 榰㡦
8 November – 4 June 2015

Eric Baudart is participating in the group exhibition ‘Magnus, scènes de l’imaginaire automate’ (‘Magnus,
scenes from the automated imaginary) conceived in collaboration between the Villa Bernasconi and MAMCO in Geneva, the latter of which is celebrating its twenty-year anniversary. At the heart of the show is the
automated object, which has not ceased to evolve over the last few centuries. From the most archaic creations to the most elaborate constructs, ‘Magnus’ explores the ambiguous imaginary of these art forms. In
particular, Eric Baudart is presenting a sculptural installation that follows from his ‘Atmosphère’ series; a set
of activated fans, placed in a plexiglass container, ﬁlled to the brim with oil.
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Atmosphère, 2015

aquarium, oil, fan
梯槴綾屘괏䩏
160 x 55 x 50 cm

Past Works
麕䖃⡲ㅷ

Multispire, 2014
Spring box
䔞矱渱
198 x 137 x 13 cm

Safe Cover Rose, 2013
Fiberglass, resin, acrylic
梯槴納笞埠腒⚋掜

159 x 118 x 4cm

Boite dépliée, 2011
Unfolded packaging, aluminium, wood, perspex
䬓䖕涸⺫酤ꍐ加勞剣堤梯槴
126.5 x 91.5 x 6 cm




Cryst, 2010
Resin, wood, perspex
埠腒ծ加勞
70 x 70 x 60 cm

Fauteuil, 2008
Fiberglass, resin
梯槴納笞ծ埠腒
64.5 x 84.5 x 99.5 cm

Convex, 2002
Windshield and paint
乺괐梯槵粭殥
250 x 170 cm
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